Monday 22.06.20

Work from the lessons in school

- We practised our reading and also the formation of individual letters using the sheet attached in the pack [Starter]
- We revisited all of our learnt digraphs and trigraphs from Phase 3 - [Use the sound mat attached].
- We helped Octi the Octopus to understand which words were real and which were made up. We then created definitions for each word that was real. [see sheet attached - use your own paper to complete] [Phonics]

![Phonics: Octi the octopus](image)

- We had a quick brainbreak with the song 'Move and Freeze'
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=388Q44ReOvE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=388Q44ReOvE)
- We then discussed what we had learnt about the ocean last week. We discussed what a submarine is and read Mr Phillips’ story starter about discovering a submarine while out for a walk. See if you can create your own story saying what you think you would do if you discovered a submarine and what you would see on your adventure. Think of the exciting descriptive words that you could use. [Topic/Writing]
Fruit Time - Rhyming words sheet. Find 3 words to rhyme with each of the words given.

We then finished off our 3D ocean scapes and our paintings.

Can you draw the dolphin? Use the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ou7NitF6gkU&list=PLnoO3k54vcB5OI0MUyEE1G6J6H3bVNDiX&index=2&t=0s

Afternoon:

Handwriting practise - complete sheet and quiet reading

Last week in class, we used clay to try and make boats. Sadly all of them failed, so today we are going to use tin foil to see if we can do any better. Can you design a boat using a strip of tin foil that will float and hold weights when you want it to float?

Brainbreak 2 - roll a dice and complete the actions

Our final session of the day focusses on underwater volcanoes. Over the next couple of days, we are going to make a model of an underwater volcano using mod rock, card and colouring materials. We will add a mix of food colouring and thickened water to make the lava floating out. Why not watch this video to see how the underwater volcano works https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2Qq71ohhkM

Have a go at creating your own model using whatever materials you have at home.
Tuesday 23.06.20

Work from lessons in school

- We practised our reading and our letter and number words formation using the sheet attached [Starter]
- We then practised our counting up and down to 50
- We thought about ordering numbers within 50 on a blank number line
- We completed the 'Mental Arithmetic' challenge
- We looked at the number 20 and discussed how many ways we could think of to make 20 using add, subtract, multiply and divide. We recorded them in our books
- Brainbreak One - Tony Chestnut - www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1aYOPINZxE
- In Phonics, we split into two groups:
  **Group 1** - We listened as our teacher read one of the words in the grid. We then wrote the word before checking it with our sound mat
  **Group 2** - We created a sentence that contained both of the words shown in the pictures, see the example at the bottom of the page [see sheets]
- In Topic, we read 'Commotion in the Ocean' by Giles Andreae [see online here- www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pRhgZ8Jffs]. We then chose our own sea creature and had a go at creating our own rhyme. [I will record the book during the week and post it on the class video blog page]
- We completed the Maths challenge on flowers [see sheet to have a go]

![Can you solve this?](image)

- In PE, we played a new version of the bean game. We chose an ocean creature and tried to move as it creating a move that we had to remember for next time. See how many sea creatures you can come up with and think how they move. Can you remember all of the moves?
- We then used tennis rackets and tennis balls to practise our skills
- On our return, we finished the morning using circles of paper and counters to show multiplication questions, for example 2 x 4 = 8
• After lunch, we completed our handwriting sheet
• We then completed our underwater volcanoes by painting them and adding in plants and rocks on the sea bed using different materials.

There are 3 extra Maths sheets attached as well as phonics and writing sheets.

Have a great week.

Next week's pack will last for 2 weeks

Mr Phillips